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Cynthia is leading!
NC-09 Race Update (via Team Wallace) [info@cynthiawallaceforcongress.com]

Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2020 11:46 AM

To: Steve Johnston

FiveThirtyEight: Latest Polling
 

Cynthia is leading by FOUR points!
Just 26 more days to win.

Chip in right now to flip NC-09 BLUE >>

Steve,

Our race just got an upgrade! FiveThirtyEight just showed that the latest
polling in NC-09 has Cynthia up by four points!

With just 26 days from the election, this is a huge boost to our campaign. Our
people-powered campaign has moved this race from The Cook Political Report's
"Likely R" rating to now pulling ahead. And it's supporters like you that are going to
make sure Cynthia gets the job done and turns this seat blue.

The momentum is on our side, and we can't slow down now. We know that Dan
Bishop and the GOP will have tricks up their sleeves to try and steal this seat
(again). We have to keep up our strong grassroots movement to shut them out and
let them know this race can’t be bought.

We can beat Dan Bishop, but we cannot bring leadership change to NC-09
without grassroots supporters like you. Can you chip in $25 or more today to
keep up our momentum and send Cynthia to Washington?

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

$10 » $25 »
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$250 » Other »

Let's #FlipThe9th!

Team Wallace

DONATE
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